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	Statement No: 8
	DATE: September 1, 2015
	PROJECT AREA: Design
	TITLE PROBLEM STATEMENT: Weight limitations for trucks using Arkansas bridges are calculated using a suite of truck configurations and loadings.  These trucks are used to determine posted bridge load limits as a function of truck axle configuration.  Truck configurations and axle loadings are given in the AASHTO Manual for Bridge Evaluation: SU4 (GVW = 54k), SU5 (GVW = 62 k), SU6 (GVW = 69.5k), SU7 (GVW = 77.5k) and Notional Rating Load (NRL)  (GVW = 80 k).  All of these truck types satisfy the federal bridge formula.  If a bridge is adequate for the NRL loading, cases SU4-7 do not need to be considered for bridge posting loads. The Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD) additionally considers CODE 4, CODE 9 and CODE 5 CMV (commercial motor vehicle) gross weights and axle configurations as weight limit posting vehicles.  AHTD uses these CODE CMVs to represent trucks using AR bridges.  However, these truck configurations and weights may be outdated or inappropriate.  For example, the five-axle semi-truck, CODE 5, wheel configuration is overly conservative for many five-axle semi trucks with an outer axle group distance (axle group 2- axle group 5) greater than 16-ft.  As a result, many five-axle semi trucks are currently incorrectly prohibited from using an AHTD Code 5 posted bridge.  Consequently, there is a need to correctly evaluate Arkansas truck traffic so that AHTD bridge engineers can accurately assess bridge weight limit values.
	Text1: Bridge Load Posting Based on Actual Arkansas Truck Traffic 
	OBJECTIVES: The objective of this study will be to assess current truck types using Arkansas roads and compare the significance of using actual truck values with CMV values that are currently being used by AHTD.  This will be developed by surveying truck characteristics and usage at Arkansas weigh-in-motion and static weight stations to determine actual truck gross weight and axle configurations.  The truck weight and configuration survey will be conducted at various spatial levels (local, regional, statewide) for further comparison. The significance of the survey will be demonstrated by evaluating typical bridge types for maximum load effects and comparing these values with the bridge response determined from current AHTD truck types.
	FORM OF RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION: Results of this study will be presented in a final report submitted to AHTD.  The results will include a detailed description of axle configuration and weights of the trucks currently operating on the Arkansas highway network. Actual AHTD truck loadings by location will be used to show the impact of using actual truck loadings in comparison to the current AHTD truck loadings that are used for bridge load posting.  
	Text7: Justin Lester
	Text3: 18 months
	Text4: Ernie Heymsfield & Sarah Hernandez
	Text5: University of Arkansas / Dept. of Civil Engineering
	Text6: 479-575-7586
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